MapReduce Program to Efficiently Analyse Big Data Electronic Health Records Database using Hadoop Cluster on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
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Abstract— Data generated by organizations including health care providers is exceeding from Gigabytes to Petabytes and continue to grow over the period of time. Analyzing such huge data for the organizations is a challenging task. Cloud computing is a promising technology where data can be moved and processed at low cost. Cloud computing provides on-demand and scalable resources for the organizations. Most of the health care organizations today use cloud computing for their data processing needs. Apache hadoop is open source software used to process huge data sets in the distributed computing environment using clusters and commodity hardware. Mapreduce is a programming model for processing such huge data sets. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) provides virtual computing environments on a secured network. In this paper we first study how the large data sets can be moved efficiently to cloud for processing. We also study how Amazon EC2 provides an environment to handle the huge data sets. Further we propose a MapReduce Program to efficiently analyse Electronic Health Records (EHR) database.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The challenging problem in Big data is to analyse the datasets arriving from multiple sources. Variety of data sources is yet another challenge. MapReduce is the framework used to handle such huge data. For batch processing of large amount of data this is an efficient tool. MapReduce is in useful in number of areas where huge data analysis is required [1]. Many applications which handle the huge data sets have been developed. Apache hadoop [2] is yet open source software which is used to process huge data sets in distributed computing environment. Cloud services are being used as a best option for big data applications. Everyday lot of data is being created (2.5 Exabytes) and the data centers which are processing these big data use cloud servers. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is built in a unique way such that the files are divided into chunks of data (64 MB/128MB/256MB) and then distributed in data nodes in the hadoop cluster. As we are moving huge data onto the cloud we need fast bandwidth to transfer the data [3].

Unstructured data generating from the devices which monitor patient health care is increasing [4]. These data specific to patients has to be analysed in the cloud computing environment which will help to improve the quality of health care by the health care providers. There are few challenges involved for efficient processing of the huge data sets related to medical data processing as it contains lot of unstructured data, medical image data and other types. The computational power of cloud infrastructure should be efficient to process and extract the information in a secured way [5]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II focus on Electronic Health Record systems, Section III focus on Big Data and Healthcare, Section IV focus on MapReduce, Section V focus on our proposed MapReduce algorithms to efficiently handle the Big data. Section VI discuss the results on Amazon EC2. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD SYSTEMS (EHR)

Electronic Health Record systems (EHR) store the entire patient’s medical history information from the time of admission, medical tests performed on the patient, drug prescriptions, readmission information and any other relevant information of the patient. These data has to be accessible and managed by all health care providers [6]. With the increase in number of admissions each year the health care data is voluminously increasing. Health care providers now choose the cloud services for moving the data and processing the information. As patient data is sensitive, confidential secure networks to be used for transmitting and accessing the patient information. As health care data is generated in variety of devices, with high velocity and huge volume the big data solutions are required to solve the problems of storage and processing. There are many big data technologies available to solve these issues. But as health care data need to be handled in a different way we many need to customize according to the specific purpose. Big data analysis in health care data can reduce the costs [7] and improve the quality of health care by providing a personalized health care. There are various standard data sources in healthcare such as Health Level 7 (HL7), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM), National Health Information Network (NHIN) which governs the standards to be adopted while distributing the health care data over the networks. There are various stakeholders in generating the Electronic health records of the patients. Fig 1 shows the list of healthcare partners [8].
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III. BIG DATA AND HEALTH CARE

Big data is a buzz word today in every organization. The global data volume is estimated to be around 40,000 Exabytes the data being doubled once in two years as per IDC report [9]. Demand for Big data analysis is increasing at a high pace. Applications developed in business [10], sciences, health care shows the insight value that big data brings into organizations. Big data encompass five V’s: (1) Volume (2) Variety (3) Velocity (4) Veracity (5) Value. The first three V’s represent data engineering which consist of collection, storage and moving the data. The fourth V represents the authenticity of the data while the last V focuses on the statistical methods, knowledge extraction and decision making. Healthcare is generating huge data sets as discussed in Section II. The challenge is how to create better applications to make more value out the data sets. The applications should provide the users to compare the quality of health care services available in his/her area. The doctor needs to make a patient referral to find the specialists efficiently and communicate with them easily and securely. The patient information should be readily available to the nurse so that she can help the patient instantly in case of chronological illness. The patients should be able to find the clinical trials relevant to him very easily [11].

There are various analysis methods for the big data. The most appropriate methods with respect to health care are (1) Recommendation system (2) Deep Learning and (3) Network analysis [12].

IV. MAPREDUCE

MapReduce [13,14] is a programming model for processing large data sets. The map function is specified by the users. This function is used to process a (key, value) pair which generates a set of intermediate (key, value) pair. The reduce function merges all associated intermediate values with the key. Programs are automatically parallelized even if those are written in a functional programming and then executed on a large cluster of commodity machines. Partitioning of data is taken care by the run time system. Handling the failures and execution of program across large set of machines, inter-machine communication is taken care by the run time system alone. Utilizing the resources of the distributed system requires the programmers to have extensive experience on parallel and distributed systems. But MapReduce model allows programmers to utilize the resources of distributed system effectively.

The MapReduce execution [14] overview is shown in Fig 2. For huge data processing the main advantages of the MapReduce framework are based on its simplicity of usage, flexibility, fault tolerance and high scalability [13,14,15]. In this paper we propose to have a huge database consists of EHR and use MapReduce framework to efficiently process on cloud environment.

---

**Fig 1: Healthcare Stakeholders**

**Fig 2: MapReduce Execution**
The common notation used in the MapReduce program is the mapper and reducer with the following representation

Map: \( k_1,v_1 \rightarrow [(k_2,v_2)] \)
Reduce: \( k_2,[v_2] \rightarrow [(k_3,v_3)] \)

In the programming for the MapReduce we use two additional elements called partitioners and combiners. Partitioners will specify the task to which an intermediate key-value pair must be copied. Combiners are an optimization in MapReduce which allow for local aggregation that occur before the shuffle and sort phase.

### V. PROPOSED MAPREDUCE ALGORITHM

In this section we propose an efficient MapReduce algorithm which can efficiently handle and process Big data Electronic Health records database. This algorithm can be tested on Cloud environment like Amazon EC2 using Hadoop Clusters. We consider here the networks for moving the huge data sets onto cloud with high bandwidth. The main goal of this algorithm will be fast processing of EHR data using Hadoop parallel operation.

Let us consider the following notation for the EHR Big data. For any Big data size \( n \), and a set of parameters for the EHR data

\[
\theta(0), \theta(1), \theta(2), \ldots
\]

We propose an iterative algorithm that finds the successive series of data for the patient’s record to find similarities in these records. The expectation maximization is an iterative algorithm that guarantees

\[
\prod_{i=1}^{x} \sum_{y \in Y} \Pr[X = x_i, Y = y; \theta(i + 1)] \geq \prod_{i=1}^{x} \sum_{y \in Y} \Pr[X = x_i, Y = y; \theta(i)]
\]

The algorithm updates with two steps the Expectation Step and Maximization step. The process repeats with new set of parameters and terminates when the parameter remain unchanged. We then write the mapper and combiner class for the proposed MapReduce algorithm. The Input for the algorithm is Data block of the patient Records. The Map function and Reduce function are together combined to produce the results which are written to file.

1: Class MAPPER
2: method INITIALIZE (integer iteration)
3: \(<S,O> \leftarrow \text{READMODEL}>
4: \theta,\prec \prec A,B,\pi \prec \prec \text{Readmodelparams}(iteration)
5: method MAP(record id, recordseq x, recordatt y)
6: \(\prec \prec \text{FORWARD}(X, \theta)
7: \beta \leftarrow \text{BACKWARD}(X, \theta)
8: I \leftarrow \text{new ASSOCIATIVE ARRAY}
9: for each data block D_i
10: T_i \leftarrow \emptyset
11: get occurrence count count(\emptyset, Di)
12: freq(\emptyset,Di) \leftarrow \text{count(\emptyset,Di)/mod(Di)}
13: if (Di > (Di)) process the data block
14: Map recordatt ;

The Reduce function for the datablock is as follows

1: Class Reducer
2: set of n-records M_i(1 \leq i \leq kblock)
3: \(R_{es} \leftarrow \emptyset
4: for i \leftarrow 1 to kblock do
5: combine M_i
6: for each n-records<id,x,y>
7: \(\emptyset \leftarrow \frac{R}{id,x,y}
8: return reducer(\emptyset);

### VI. RESULTS

Amazon EC2 provides scalable computing resources so that we can deploy various applications for faster processing. As per our needs we can deploy the clusters and then run instances of the applications. In our paper we setup Amazon Webservice Cloud using Elastic Cloud Computing. The Operating system used is 64 bit Ubuntu Server. The other hardware configurations are Intel® Xeon ® CPU E5-2650 @ 4.00 GHZ Processor with 8GB RAM, 1 TB Harddisk. Hadoop clusters are deployed on the servers. We have used the opensource Electronic Health Record Data Sets with 500000 patient records and 50000 observation reports. The database has been loaded into servers on cloud which has Hadoop environment set with the proposed MapReduce algorithm. The results are as follows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of Nodes in Cluster</th>
<th>Execution time to finish the EHR database reading</th>
<th>Time to Reduce the data and output to file</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>95 Sec</td>
<td>45 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>73 Sec</td>
<td>35 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>61 Sec</td>
<td>30 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>52 Sec</td>
<td>25 ec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VII. CONCLUSION

Today healthcare providers, payers, physicians generate huge data which requires analysis to provide better health care to patients. Patients can have personalized health care and in order to reduce the cost analytics play a major role. In this paper we have seen the importance of Big Data analytics in health care. MapReduce model is an efficient programming paradigm for processing such huge data. Efficient in MapReduce model can be increased by improving the efficiency of algorithm. In this paper we propose an algorithm where the EHR database can be handled efficiently with minimum time taken for reading the database. The time taken to reduce the records and write the results back to the file is also minimized. The MapReduce algorithm run on Hadoop clusters under Amazon EC2.
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